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a “blue” ranking and this is for indicators where work has yet to begin 
and a “white” ranking system where it is outside the control of the 
Council for delivery, and therefore cannot be ranked. Out of the 96 
indicators, 86 were due for reporting as at the end of Quarter Two the 
96, 69 were green status, 16 were amber status, and 1 was red 
status. This equates to 80% Green, 19% Amber and 1% Red status.  
Although we are starting to move into the recovery phase of the 
pandemic there are some areas where the Council is taking a cautious 
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any potential risks and therefore some impact on reporting KPI’s and 
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Corporate Risk 
Management: 

Reputation Damage (CR4) 
Organisational / Transformational Change (CR8) 
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There are no implications arising from this report. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1. As part of the Council’s ongoing development to performance management and reporting,  
2021/22 sees the next stage in how we measure and report Council performance 
(alongside the standard finance and statutory reporting framework). 
 

1.2. The Council has produced 96 new Key Performance Measures for 2021/22, and these  
measures relate to each of the Council’s three new Corporate Objectives as part of the 
Council’s new five-year Corporate Plan (2019-2024). 
 

1.3. These measures are “outcome” based measures, meaning that they identify key  
deliverables for the authority that actively work towards meeting the Corporate Objectives, 
and will allow for greater accountability and transparency. This will mean that the public, 
Members and Officers can clearly see how the Council is performing against its objectives, 
and if it isn’t, then why it isn’t. 
 

1.4. The narrative from each service highlights the key activities, issues and outcomes that  
they have been working on, delivered or encountered during the last quarter and these 
directly correlate to achieving the Council’s Corporate Plan.   
 

1.5. The Community and Wellbeing Services have now been absorbed between services areas  
of Law and Democracy and Customer Service and Transformation. In addition, new for 
2021/22 are KPI’s which relate to HR and sit within the SLT service area. 
 

2. Corporate Performance 
 

2.1        The following report provides analysis and statistics on the performance of the indicators        
used to monitor our progress against the Council’s new Corporate Objectives. 



 

 

2.2    There are three main objectives, with these being: 
 Building, Protecting and Empowering Communities  
 Growing the Borough Economically 
 Providing Excellent Services 

 
2.3  There are 96 Key Performance Indicators for our Corporate Plan Objectives. These are  

 categorised by each objective and service delivery arm. Each target has been graded using       
 the Red/Amber/Green status ranking system.  

There is also a “blue” ranking and this is for indicators where work has yet to begin, and therefore 
cannot be ranked. Finally, there is a “white” rating where the indicator cannot be met due to 
circumstances outside of the Council’s control. The scoring system has been applied using the 
following definitions: 

Green  Target fully achieved or is currently on track to achieve target 

Amber  Indicator is in danger of falling behind target 

Red  Indicator is off target or has been completed behind the deadline target. 

2.4 Out of the 96 indicators, 86 were due for reporting as at the end of the financial year. 
Although we start to recover from pandemic there are some areas where the Council is 
taking a cautious approach and continue to display responsibility to our residents on any 
potential risks and therefore some impact on reporting KPI’s and the ability to deliver is 
recorded. and the ability to deliver and these have fallen into the white and blue categories. 

Of the 86: 

69 were green status  

16 were amber status 

1 was red status 

This equates to 80% Green, 19% Amber and 1% Red status.  In 2021/22 new KPI’s have 
been compiled and approved.  The following table identifies the Council’s performance, by 
objective and service delivery section. 

In comparison the first quarter of 2020/21 completed the year with percentages as follows 
75% Green, 20% Amber and 5% Red.  

Performance Chart One – Corporate and by Objective 
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Performance Chart Two – By Department 

 
 

3.0       Built Environment Update 
 

3.1.      2020-21 Housing Capital Programme 
 
            48 Properties have had improvements works completed during the summer programme    
            with each month on the second quarter seeing significant increased customer satisfaction     
            (July 85% August 92% September 95%) – overall a 91% satisfaction rate for the quarter. 
 
            We have implemented a number of initiatives including better communications with our   
            tenants, clear expectations placed on our contractors in respect of customer service   
            delivery and a process by which a tenant is able to raise any queries or issues, which will   
            be managed and responded to within a short period of time.  
 
            We are scaling back our operations during the autumn and winter period to enable us to    
            maintain high levels of customer satisfaction and to ensure the resources are available to   
            complete works within expected timescales. 
 
            We have paused our boiler replacement programme in order to allow a stock condition   
            survey review to take place. The rationale behind this is to understand how best we can  
            meet our commitment to the green agenda and install renewable energy heating systems,  
            whilst taking advantage of Government funding opportunities. 
 
            We will still replace, with a gas boiler, any existing boilers that fall out of compliance or  
            that are beyond economical repair should the need arise.  
 
             
          The financial summary covering quarter 2 of the HRA Capital Programme in provided in   
          Appendix One. 

 
3.2. Housing Options and Homelessness 

The housing options team is reviewing and developing new processes and procedures in order 
to deliver a more robust and pro-active Homelessness Prevention service. The team has 
primarily focused on managing households at the point of becoming homeless. This has 
resulted in a relatively high number of households being placed in temporary accommodation. 
At the end of quarter two the number of households in temporary accommodation was 29. 
In the same period we succeeded in 38 homelessness preventions. 

Over the next quarter the team will attempt to stem the use of temporary accommodation 
with pro-active work being undertaken relating to:  

 Early intervention – those at risk are identified and services provided to prevent 
problems escalating 



 

 

 Pre-crisis intervention – advice services, mediation or negotiation with landlords to 
avoid the imminent loss of a home 

 Preventing recurring homelessness – supporting tenancy sustainment services and 
other support services 

           This will help to reduce the reliance on using temporary accommodation. 
    
3.3. Gas Safety 

Gas safety is at 100% compliancy. We continue to adapt and change our processes to ensure 
our management of gas servicing remains at 100% over the course of the year. 

3.4. Lightbulb 
 
            This information was not available at the time of preparing the report due to a technical     
           difficulty suffered by Lightbulb. An update will be provided at the meeting. 

 
3.5. Void Calculations  

From April 2021 the team has been set the challenge to achieve an average void time of 25 
days. As explained by the housing Manager at the last meeting of the Committee, the team 
realise that they have work to do to improve turnaround times and we are having to change 
our processes and procedures in the key areas such as advertising properties, lettings and 
void property repair work. We are seeing levels of improvement but there is more work to 
do. Crucially all the members of the housing team are working in a coordinated and focused 
way to deliver on this service.  

In terms of improvements, if the same definition of average void time was applied to the 
previous year (2020/21) an average void time for the year would have been 90 days (79 
properties total void days 7,113). The team have made significant improvements to achieve 
the quarter two cumulative average void time of 40.66 days.  There is a long way to go to 
achieve 25 days void time, but the team are motivated and invested in the target and they 
continue to develop their service and processes in order to achieve the average void time 
target.  

3.6. Cleaning 

The cleaning team has made some significant ground in their engagement of their customers. 
The team are leading the way in terms of the community clean events and there are a number 
of other initiatives the team are keen to deliver throughout quarter three which we will report 
on an ongoing basis through the Members Bulletin. 

           Also in the coming months, we are looking to expand the service we provide through the   
           addition of two Caretakers, This will enable us to expand our offer to our tenants and build  
           a pro-active and responsive service which will focus on keeping our estates clean and tidy  

 
3.7. Exception Reporting – Built Environment 

 
In order to highlight potential areas for improvement, this section details the targets that 
have been given a “Red” or “Amber” Status for the Built Environment. 
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4.0. Finance Update 

 
4.1.     Benefits 
 
           The Benefits team is responsible for the administration of Housing Benefit and Council Tax         
           Support as well as facilitating the implementation of Universal Credit which will ultimately     
           replace Housing Benefit for most working age claimants. 
 
           In response to the government Test and Trace App, the government introduced a Test and  
           Trace payment scheme, consisting of a one-off payment of £500 paid under the main and     
           a discretionary scheme. This is administered within the Benefits team and pays those who       
           have lost income/earning or meet qualifying criteria and have been asked to self-isolate or   
           is a guardian of a child who has to self-isolate. The Test and Trace Administration Officer    

 left the Authority at the end of the six month contract as the scheme was due to end. There 
are currently 160 applications outstanding and 320 payments have been made totalling 
£161k. 

 
4.2.     Revenues  
 
           The Revenues team is responsible for administering and collecting £34.6m of Council Tax and    
          £11.2m of National Non Domestic Rates which it does on behalf of Leicestershire County  
          Council, the Leicestershire Police Service, the Combined Fire and Rescue Service, Central  
          Government as well as Oadby and Wigston Borough Council. 

 



 

 

          Revenues team has experienced staff shortages and with current systems and processes  
          causing delays in clearing a back log of work. The backlog was ring fenced, targeted and  
          cleared.  Revenues team work processing time is within 14 days, with priority work including   
          death notifications processed within 5 days. 
 
          Performance is measured through a comprehensive series of indicators which are reported  
          to the appropriate management team Collection rates and arrears levels are also reported as  
          part of the Council’s Key Performance Indicators. 

 
          The Business Grants team have completed grant payments in response to Covid-19.  

 
           BEIS requests for Business Grant Reconciliations and Data Collection is being undertaken by   
           the grant team with the Finance Team.  

 
           The Additional Restrictions Grant discretionary (fund of £1.6m) the grant team have paid   
           the discretionary grant to 427 businesses totalling £994,063.84, spending. There are no   
           current applications outstanding. The next application process is still to be decided.  
 
4.3.     Collection Rates  

 
          Collection rates for Council Tax and Business Rates are both below target for the financial  
          year 2021/22. 

 
          The gap between the “target collected” and “actual collected” has increased over time. 
 
          Restrictions in recovery action following the Covid pandemic has significantly contributed to  
          the amount individuals and businesses can afford. 

 
          Although all recovery functions have now resumed for Council Tax since June 2021, the   
          delay in court permitting cases to be heard has meant a cap was applied to the number of    
          cases being presented. 

 
          For Business Rates, all businesses that come under the retail, hospitality and leisure sector  
          were awarded a 100% relief from April to June 2021. 

 
          From July 2021 a revised bill seen a reduction of the relief from 100% to 66% causing an  
          increase in a charge following the adjustment. This will also contribute to the gap in target  
          and actual collection. 

 
          All recovery functions have now resumed for Business Rates since August 2021. This has  
          further delayed recovery action where this would normally be taken sooner to ensure  
          collection targets were being achieved. 

 
          A review of both Council Tax and Business Rates accounts is being undertaken by the  
          Recovery team to promptly action accounts and increase collection rates. 
 

         

Percentage of Debit Collected  July August Sept 

(Cumulative) % % % 

Council Tax       

Actual Collection Rate 38.11% 47.19%   56.31% 

Target Rate 38.71% 47.95% 57.31% 

Actual Collection Rate 2020/21 37.47% 46.30% 55.38% 



 

 

National Non Domestic Rates (NNDR)       

Actual Collection Rate 26.37% 34.69% 44.93% 

Target Rate 38.05% 46.83% 55.92% 

Actual Collection Rate 2020/21 28.80% 35.72% 43.90% 

 
4.4.     Property Statistics 

 
                    

 July August Sept 

No of Council Tax properties 23,676 23,698 23,709 

No of Council Tax Direct Debits 17,970 18,039 17,996 

No of Single Person Discounts 7,481 7,508 7,505 

No of Businesses 1432 1431 1425 

No of Businesses in receipt of Small 

Business Rates Relief 
671 671 663 

  
 
4.5.     Exception Report - Finance 
            
            In order to highlight potential areas for improvement, this section details the targets that      
           have been given a “Red” or “Amber” Status for the Revenues and Benefits. 

 

 
 
5.0.     Customer Service & Transformation Update 

 
5.1      Customer Service Statistics 
            
          At the last Service Delivery Committee 7 September 2021, Members requested further       
          information and a breakdown of statistical data.  This is attached in Appendix 3. 
 
5.2      Call Volumes 
 

Quarter 2 July Aug Sept 

Number of calls  6359 5386 5820 

Number of calls answered 5039 4702 5226 

Percentage answered 79% 87% 89% 



 

 

5.3.     Customer Service Excellence Award  
           
           Progress towards our second year’s accreditation is going well.  The assessment day has   
           been set for 14 December 2021. This will focus on 57 assessment criterion.  Assessors will  
           review our partial compliances, compliances and our 4 compliance plus areas. 
           
           The work within the Customer Service Excellence Award also drives our ongoing  
           improvement throughout the Council towards reviewing and improving all our services  
           areas from a customer service perspective 
 
           We have also commenced a new initiative of appointing Customer Service Champions     
           within each department. This team meets on a monthly basis, led by the Customer Service  
           Improvement Manager purely focusing on how we deliver and can improve our customer  
           service, driving forwards our culture of putting the customer first. 
  

 
5.3.     Complaints 

 

Month Total 
Number of 
Complaint
s received 

Number of 
complaints 
triaged & 
resolved by 
CS Team 

Number of 
complaints 
that 
reached 
early 
resolution 

Number of 
complaints 
ending up 
at Stage 1 

% of 
complai
nts 
Resolve
d at 
Triage 
or Early 
Resoluti
on 

Number of 
complaints 
Stage 2 

July 
 

31 12 5 14 55% 0 

Aug 
 

25 14 6 5 80% 0 

Sept 
 

22 16 3 3 86% 1 

 
5.4.     Customer Satisfaction Surveys 

 
          Monthly Customer Satisfaction Surveys are carried out across the Council.  These are    
          conducted via various mediums:  
 

- Telephone 
- E Mail 
- On-line 

 
          Customers are asked to score our Customer Service Team performance out of ten in relation  
          to each factor.  Our overall customer satisfaction target is 93% for 2021. 
 
          Customer Service Centre 
 

Quarter
2 

Waiting time Customer 
Service skills 

Knowledge  
of advisor 

Treated fairly 
as a valued 
customer 

Enquiry 
resolution 

Quality of 
service  

Jul 85% 97% 98% 97% 97% 96% 

Aug 92% 98% 98% 97% 97% 97% 



 

 

Sep 92% 99% 99% 99% 99% 99% 

               
         Other Service Area 
 

Quarter2 Number of 
Responses  

Very satisfied Satisfied Not Satisfied Percentage 
Satisfied/Very 
satisfied 

Jul 17 16 1 0 100% 

Aug 17 15 2 0 100% 

Sep 24 24 0 0 100% 

               
 
5.5.     Refuse, Recycling and Garden Waste 

 
          Refuse and Recycling 
 
          The charts and figures show over the last quarter shows that the refuse and recycling  
          tonnages have largely remained the same.  The refuse tonnages show that there was a 6%  
          reduction in July this was offset during August 2021. 
 
          In 2021 for the last quarter there was an overall 8% reduction in the collection of green  
          Waste. 
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5.6.     Full Review of Refuse, Recycling and Garden Waste 
 
           Corporate Key Performance Indicator - ‘Providing Excellent Service’ 40 relates to ‘Delivering  
          a financially viable Refuse and Recycling Service’.   

 
          To deliver on this Key Performance Indicator, the Council is now undertaking an in-depth  
          review of the Council’s, recycling and garden waste services.  This will be extensive and  
          cover all facets of the service area and actually expands on the original KPI.   

 
          A progress report was delivered to Policy, Finance and Development Committee on 16   
          November 2021, which includes a policy for Household Waste and Recycling. Further  
          updates will be delivered as the waste review progresses. 
 
 5.7.   Exception Reporting of Customer Service and Transformation  

 
          In order to highlight potential areas for improvement, this section details the targets that  
          have been given a ‘Red’ or ‘Amber’ status for Customer Service and Transformation. 
 

 
 
 
6.0.    Law and Democracy Update 
 
6.1     Corporate Assets  
 

          Car parks: 
The statutory consultation for the new Parking Order closed on 24 October although this was 
extended to 29 October to accommodate a request from Leicestershire Police. 

 
          Orders have been placed for the pay and display machines and contracts signed with the   
          permit issuing company and the pay by phone option.  Signage is currently being worked  
          and minor alterations to car parks to accommodate the new scheme are in hand. 
 
          Community centres: 
          Community centres re-opened to existing hirers from 16 August 2021.  Not all groups have  
          yet returned although most intend to do so. There are a few groups that had intended to  
          re-start by now but have been delayed due to the need to self-isolate or where a leader                
          has contracted covid and therefore cannot meet.  As this situation settles down then new  
          regular hire enquiries will be welcome so long as they can be accommodated without  
          increased cleaning costs. 
 
          A condition survey of Coombe Park Pavilion has been drawn up and some minor repairs are  
          being carried out to the building ahead of the signing of a community lease with Oadby  
          Owls Football Club. 
 
          Capital work to replace the boiler at Uplands Park Pavilion is complete and quotes have  
          been invited for the flooring repairs to the changing rooms.  
 
           Play Areas:  
           The Assistant Corporate Asset Manager has taken over routine maintenance and repairs to     
           play areas; the goal mouth at Hayes Park has been repaired, new pendulum seats have  
           been ordered for Blaby Road Park, and parts ordered for the spinner at Coombe Park. Two  



 

 

           items of outdoor gym equipment one at Willow Park and the other at Blaby Road Park) are  
           awaiting an engineer as they have seized up. 

           Litterbin grant: 

             The Assistant Corporate Asset Manager has also taken on responsibility for the Litterbin             
           Grant and is obtaining quotes for new bins in line with the grant requirements.  
 
           Cemeteries: 
           Work is on-going to streamline cemetery admin processes and reduce cheque payments.   
           During the quarter cemetery staff have dealt with 18 burials, 35 interment of ashes and 9  
           scatters. 
 
6.2     Environmental Health and Licensing   
 
          Business support continues particularly with risk assessments and advice for businesses as   
         part of our roadmap for recovery following the pandemic.   

 
         A grant of £1,793 was successfully bid for and obtained from the Food Standards Agency to  
         triage all our new 96 food businesses established since the first lockdown.  The work was  
         required to ensure all new businesses could be programmed into our routine inspection  
         schedule on the basis of risk.  Our inspections have commenced according to our Food  
         Service Delivery Plan and are on track with support being provided to ensure this can  
         continue pending the recruitment to the vacant Environmental Health Officer post.    

 
        Advice is being given for the safe use of Council owned buildings/assets and for those  
        Committee meetings where public attendance is anticipated.  Work continues with our Health  
        Improvement Team to promote the importance and uptake of vaccines with our hard to reach  
        communities.  We support our work in communities to promote active travel.   

 
        The Licensing Team are progressing all applications and have reintroduced competency tests  
        for taxi drivers.  Key work areas have been – working with our external auditors after  
        implementation of the new licensing system, commenced preparatory work for the future  
        implementation of HMRC requirements for driver’s post 4 April 2022, arranging an Operators  
        meeting for the New Year, carried out a comprehensive review of all our fees and charges      
        and collecting annual fees.  Key Officer training has been completed on the Animal Welfare  
        Act to ensure we can license such establishments ourselves and accommodate all the legal  
        changes.   

         
6.3     Electoral and Democratic Services  
 
          Following the purchase of an enhanced AV system and tripod, a number of Committees  
         during Quarter 2 were successfully convened as hybrid meetings, enabling Members that    
         were unable to physically attend in person to still put questions and contribute to debates. It    

is understood that the Association of Democratic Services Officers (ADSO) and Lawyers in 
Local Government (LLG) will imminently be writing to the new Secretary of State at  

         the rebranded Department of Levelling Up, Housing and Communities, in the light of the  
         rising level of Covid infections, to call for a reinstatement of remote meetings for local  
         government. Members will be kept informed of any developments in this area. 
          

         The Constitution Working Group met during Quarter 2 to consider the LGA Model 
         Code of Conduct for local authorities, as part of the bi-annual review of the Council’s  
         Constitution (PES 34). A report containing the option for Members to either formally adopt  
         the revised Model Code of Conduct, or to retain the existing Code, will be presented to Full  
         Council in December. 

          



 

 

         Electoral Services are in the process of completing this year’s annual household canvass,        
         ahead of republication of the revised register of electors on Wednesday 1 December 2021.  
         Properties that were required to respond who have not yet done so are receiving personal  
         contact from our Visiting Officers, and the team are liaising with the Responsible Officers  
         from the University of Leicester and all of the Borough’s care homes to ensure that these  
         residents are provided with the support they need in order to participate in the democratic  
         process. The first round of consultation on the 2023 Parliamentary Boundary Review  
         proposals has now closed; the responses are in the process of being considered and a  
         further round of consultation will commence in early 2022. The Elections Bill, which contains  
         a number of proposed legislative changes to the administration and conduct of elections, has  
         recently passed the House of Commons Committee Stage and we continue to await further  
         details regarding what resources will be made available to the Electoral Registration Officer  
         and Returning Officer in order to implement the reforms. 
 

6.4     Community and Wellbeing 
 
          Community Safety 
         The Community Safety Partnership’s members have been provided with a draft 2021-22    
         Delivery Plan for review, and adoption, at its October meeting. This plan fully sets out  
         funding allocations against Tactical Actions which support the Partnership’s 2021-24 Strategic  
         Plan, and its objectives therein. Once adopted a copy of the Delivery Plan will be submitted  
         to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for reference and monitoring purposes. 
 
         Partners have continued their own work, and multi-agency approaches, through Q1-Q2   
         2021-22 in the absence of a Delivery Plan, caused by unavoidable disruption resulting from  
         May’s PCC elections. The Partnership has been kept informed of this work, and is satisfied  
         that the individual work of Partners has continued to support the strategic objectives of the  
         partnership despite a Delivery Plan being presented for adoption in Q3. 
 
          Young People / Youth Provision 
         Development of a Youth Engagement Strategy for the Council continues, with new tools for    
         interrogating Census 2011 data resulting in a more in-depth Community Profile as part of the     
         work. The Community Profile has highlighted three Wards within the Borough where it will  
         be recommended newly commissioned, or refocussed, youth provision will either be located,   
         or receive additional promotion and resources. 
 
        These Wards were identified through datasets covering poverty, anti-social behaviour, post-     
        16 qualifications, and population by age. The Wards that have been identified as priority  
        areas are Oadby St Peters, Wigston Fields, and South Wigston. These priority areas,  
        especially Oadby St Peters, have previously been overlooked by agencies who have focussed       
        on ‘Settlement Area’ level data, where neighbouring Wards have masked concerns. 
 
         Sport and Physical Activity Programmes  
 
        Community Champions 
        Group walks re-started in August since the postponement in 2020. These walks offer   
        residents  to be physically active, promoting activity in their local area. A new programme  
        offering vulnerable residents a 1-2-1 walking offer also commenced in September, enabling  
        those who are mentally or physically vulnerable a tailored and supportive environment to be  
        active.  
 
        A range of local and national health, sport and physical activity initiatives and  
        campaigns have been promoted, including Better Health, Undefeatable, and Active Together.  
        Total reach across the platforms was 11,119. The Community Health & Wellbeing newsletter  
        continues to be distributed monthly, with a monthly audience of 1480.  
 



 

 

        First Contact Plus referrals received from the period July- September is 26. These referrals     
        offer health and physical activity support and signposting, which the average response time   
        decreased from 7 to 5 days.  
 
        Health programmes including supporting with a Covid-19 Vaccination Pop up site at  
        North Warwickshire and South Leicestershire College allowed 571 people to receive the  
        vaccine to increase take up in South Wigston.  
 
        The Community Health Champion programme has continued to engage with targeted      
        audiences, including those with long term health conditions, BAME and low socio-economic  
        groups. The programmes disseminates health information to targeted communities through       
        the volunteers, which are representative of the Borough.  
 
        The first Community Champion training session commenced, upskilling the  
        volunteers on local and national information. The programme has allowed engagement with  
        key audiences such as the Anand Hindu group, Christian faith groups and families from low  
        socio-economic backgrounds to understand their barriers, beliefs and enables to health and  
        physical activity. Six engagement days commenced for residents of the Borough, in Wigston,  
        South Wigston and Oadby, providing health and wellbeing advice, signposting and Covid-19  
        information. A Health and Wellbeing survey has been disseminated to residents in the  
        Borough, to understand health and wellbeing needs, this will provide insight for 2021 action  
        plan.  
 
6.5    Leisure Contract Services 
 

         Based on the leisure centres operating for the whole quarter and with some community    
        based restrictions still in place which meant that numbers were restricted in some activities  
        and other activities were not brought back at all.  
 
        We must report that the continued growth in user numbers coming into and through the  
        summer quarters has been very pleasing to see. There has been a marked improvement in  
        consumer confidence and as such, that member numbers are increasing and that attendances  
        are also going up month on month since reopening.  
  

Description Jul Aug Sep  Total 

Swimming 21,920 24,508 23,137  69,565 

Gym/Fitness Classes 26,807 21,743 24,237  72,787 

Sports/Activities 7,626 7,995 5,850  21,471 

Activity Total 56,353 54,246 53,244  163,823 

Spectators 9,460 9,827 10.528  29,815 

Events 96 60 60  216 

Education 70 90 0  160 

Grand Total 65,979 64,223 63,812  194,014 

      

      
Membership Jul Aug Sep  Ave 

Gym 4,610 4,765 4,844  4,740  

Swim Lessons 2,215 2,380 2,545  2,380  

Total 6,825 7,145 7,389  7,120 

In general we would expect to see July and August higher than September due to the Schools Holiday effect.  

Membership Numbers: 

Membership Jul Aug Sep 

Parklands Fitness 3,103 3,206 3,239 



 

 

 

        The service provider continues to see significant growth in our membership numbers post   
       COVID lockdowns and the last quarter has been particularly pleasing as there had been little  
       drop off in the momentum gained since April when the centres reopened.  
 
       Wigston has now recovered to the fitness member’s level of the original lockdown in March  
       2020 and indeed is now at its highest level since August of 2019, which is a phenomenal     
       achievement by the team, however Parklands still has a little way to go to return to pre  
       pandemic levels. Swimming Lesson numbers have now returned to pre pandemic levels at  
       both facilities which is pleasing to report that we are once again engaging with families in one  
       of the most important life skills that we can facilitate to the community.  
 
        
        Wigston: Total Members: (Goal: Fitness 1455 Swim Lessons 1020) 
 

 

        Parklands: Total Members: (Goal: Fitness 3507 Swim Lessons 1454) 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued overleaf) 
 

Wigston Fitness 1,507 1,559 1,605 

Total Fitness 4,610 4,765 4,844 

Parklands Swim Lessons 1,239 1,331 1,427 

Wigston Swim Lessons 976 1,049 1,118 

Total Swim Lessons 2,215 2,380 2,545 

Total- Combined 6,825 7,145 7,389 
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6.6   Anti-social behaviour 
 

         For the period of Q2 2021/22, the Council have recorded a total number of 27 anti-social   
        behaviour (ASB) reports. 10 reports were documented in July, 7 in August and 10 in  
        September. This is shown in Table 1. 
 
        Of the 27 ASB reports recorded, it is noticeable that “games in restricted/inappropriate areas”  
        and “shouting and swearing” are the most common with 4 each. Reviewing the “shouting and  
        swearing” reports, these are all in fact isolated neighbour issues reported across the Borough,  
        and not in relation to any particular trend.  
 
        Of the 4 reports relating to ”games in restricted/inappropriate areas”, 3 are linked to drones     
        being flown from Ellis Park, Oadby on Leicester Race days. Individuals have been travelling to  
        the Borough with their drones in order to livestream each race, giving customers placing bets  

with them an advantage. The ASB Officer continues to to link in with residents who are 
reporting their concerns to offer updates and reassurance. This alongside with engaging with 
Leicester Racecourse and Leicestershire Police. To this date, 3 individuals who have been 
flying their drones have been served with a Community Protection Warning Notice (CPWN), 1 
of which has progressed to being served a Community Protection Notice due to the reported  
detrimental effect it is causing to those living close by or using the area. A joint operation with 
Leicestershire Police’s Drone Team and Beat Officers is currently being processed and will 
likely take place in December 2021. This, to establish if those flying their drones are 
committing any criminal offences. 
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        Table 1 

 
 
       Table 2 contains a table detailing the different types of reports received. 
 
       Of the 18 disposals given in Q2, 9 have been advice to those perpetrators who have been  
       identified, followed by 4 CPWN’s being issued, 3 of course relate to drones. It was deemed      
       that 3 perpetrators who had been identified, received no further action.  
 

 

6.7      Exception Reporting – Law and Democracy 

           In order to highlight potential areas for improvement, this section details the targets that  
           have been given a ‘Red’ or ‘Amber’ status for Customer Service and Transformation. 
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